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What is Marketing?

Marketing is designed to increase customer 
awareness about your product or services and 

to deliver a key message.



Why do people buy a particular 
product or service?

• People commit or buy because of benefits.
• People commit or buy because they 

understand. There is no ambiguity.



What is your 
message?



• Action Verbs
• Passive vs. Active Voice
• Unique Selling Proposition (USP)/
• Law of Category
• What is your story?
• How can your product or service solve my 

problem?



Identify your Market

• Business-to-Business
• Business-to-Consumer
• Collect empirical/scientific data
• Look for cross promotional 

opportunities



Media

“Half the money I spend on advertising is 
wasted. The trouble is, I don’t know which half.”

– John Wanamaker



Effectiveness of different media



Measurement

“You can’t manage what you can’t measure.”



Case Study

York Technical Community College



Marketing Overview
How to recruit non-traditional 

students to York Technical 
Community College



Message

York Technical Community College offers 
convenient and affordable courses for non-

traditional students



Market
Non-traditional students, loosely defined 
as students over 25 years of age, 
accounted for 38% of the 18 million 
students enrolled in colleges and 
universities in 2007. Indications are this 
group will remain steady and perhaps 
even grow a bit. Still there are barriers to 
continued growth: Costs and lack of 
confidence being two of the main 
impediments. Many non-traditional 
students believe that the cost of a college 
education is out of reach for them in their 
current economic state. Others believe 
that they lack the confidence to take on 
college-level work due to the fact that 
they have been out of school for an 
extended period of time or have never 
attended a college or university. My 
creative brief will address both of these 
concerns and serve as the basis for the 
creative campaign.



Media
The primary media mix will 
consist of print, web, and 
outdoor/environmental 
applications targeting York 
County, Lancaster County 
and Chester County 
residents.



Conclusion

• Message
• Market
• Media
• Measure
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